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Although the streptavidin–biotin intermolecular bond has been extensively used in many applications due

to its high binding affinity, its exact nature and interaction mechanism have not been well understood.

Several reports from previous studies gave a wide range of results in terms of the system's energy

potential landscape because of bypassing some short-lived states in the detection process. We

employed a quasi-static process of slowly loading force onto the bond (loading rate ¼ 20 pN s�1) to

minimize the force-induced disruption and to provide a chance to explore the system in near-

equilibrium. Therein, by utilizing a fast sampling rate for the detection of force by atomic force

microscopy (20 ms per data point), several transient states of the system were clearly resolved in our

force spectroscopy measurements. These key strategies allow the determination of the states' relative

positions and free energy levels along the pulling reaction coordinate for the illustration of an energy

landscape of the system.
Introduction

The streptavidin–biotin receptor–ligand system is the strongest
noncovalent interaction in nature (KD of 10�15 M), which orig-
inates from multiple hydrogen-bond interactions as suggested
by the system's chemical structure revealed by its crystallo-
graphic analysis.4–6 This receptor–ligand pair has been utilized
widely in many biological assays, such as enzyme-linked
immunosorbent assay (ELISA); Northern, Western and
Southern blotting; cell-surface labelling; immunohistochemical
staining; and uorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS).4,7

Many researchers already attempted to reveal the nature of
the extraordinarily high affinity of streptavidin for biotin by
using various techniques to observe the binding events on
a bulk ensemble of molecules, such as by surface plasmon
resonance (SPR) spectroscopy and quartz crystal microbalance
with dissipation monitoring (QCM-D). They reported the
system's thermodynamic and kinetic parameters by monitoring
the binding and unbinding processes.8,9 However, in this
approach, the contribution of each molecule in the ensemble is
averaged out. Therefore, it is impossible to discuss transient
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phenomena inherent to the single-molecule pair under study. A
thorough understanding on the streptavidin–biotin system
requires information at the single-molecule level, which is now
the target of the recent studies dealing on the system. These
studies revolve mostly in the measurement of interaction forces
from single molecules, thus coining the term “single-molecule
force spectroscopy (SMFS)” for a set of techniques that
includes optical tweezers, magnetic tweezers, biomembrane
force probe (BFP) and atomic force microscopy (AFM).1,10–18 The
main concept for all of these techniques is to apply a loading
force to the intermolecular bond until breakage (rupture force),
thus giving an idea on the intermolecular bond strength and in
some studies, information on the receptor–ligand energy
potential landscape.1,19

However, the streptavidin–biotin bond has been an enigma
for several researchers due to a wide range of results, in terms of
thermodynamic and kinetic parameters, obtained in various
types of experimental strategies and conditions.1,2,20–22 Through
dynamic force spectroscopy (DFS), a method developed by the
group of Evans et al. that utilizes the SMFS techniques, it was
found out that there is a clear and continuous dependence of
the apparent bond strengths on the applied loading rate (how
fast the bond is pulled apart).1 This information led to an
essential nding – two prominent energy barriers were revealed
during the course of bond breakage. However, results from
computer simulation studies suggested the presence of six
intermediate states between the system's bound and unbound
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 22705–22712 | 22705
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states.3,23 Considering the conditions employed, both experi-
mental and simulation studies explored the nonequilibrium
unbinding (i.e. no chance of rebinding) of the two molecules by
employing a fast loading rate (�103–106 pN s�1 for DFS exper-
iments while simulation studies employ a much higher loading
rate as high as �1012 pN s�1). Having a sufficient data sampling
rate for simulation studies made them able to resolve a higher
number of states even when pulling the bond at a comparably
higher speed. On the other hand, experimental studies are faced
with the limitation of the sampling rate resulting in the
missing-out of the short-lived states of the bond. Furthermore,
the locations of the potential barriers and local energy minima
along the reaction coordinate of bond pulling varies from
experiment to experiment among several studies.2,22

For the detection of the transient states, along with
providing experimental support on the simulation results, we
performed SMFS measurements on the streptavidin–biotin
system using high temporal-resolution atomic force microscopy
(AFM). In the measurements, we employed a quasi-static
process of slowly loading force onto the bond to monitor the
bond strength in near-equilibrium thermodynamic assump-
tions.13 In this way, frequent unbinding and rebinding events
was expected to occur, providing a higher chance of detecting
the transient states. In this work, by analysing the data, we
attempt to obtain a more complete picture of the energy
potential landscape of the streptavidin–biotin bond.
Experimental section
Streptavidin immobilization on substrates

Streptavidin molecules were deposited on a self-assembled
monolayer (SAM) on clean Au/Ge/Si substrates (see ESI† for
the preparation of the substrates). To instigate immobilization
and control surface density of the sample molecules, two thiol
precursors with different terminal groups: HSC11(EG)6OCH2-
COOH (MW: 526.73 g mol�1, ProChimia Surfaces, Poland) and
HSC11(EG)3OH (MW: 336.53 g mol�1, ProChimia Surfaces,
Poland) were utilized to constitute the SAM. A thiol solution (1
mM) was prepared by dissolving HSC11(EG)6OCH2-
COOH : HSC11(EG)3OH in ethanol (5 mL, Wako, Japan) at
a molar ratio of 1 : 3. The metal-deposited substrates were then
immersed in the thiol solution for 12 hours to obtain the
desired SAM with terminal groups –COOH and –OH extending
from the surface. The substrates with SAM were then trans-
ferred to a 5 mL solution of 300 mM 1-ethyl-3-[3-
dimethylaminopropyl]carbodiimide (EDC, Tokyo Chemical
Industry, Japan) and 75 mM N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS,
KANTO CHEMICAL, Japan) in pure water (18.2 MU, Millipore,
USA) and allowed the reaction for 30 minutes. Carboxylates
(–COOH) when reacted to NHS in the presence of a carbodii-
mide, such as EDC, can produce a semi-stable NHS ester which
may then be able to form amide crosslinks (i.e. with the amine
groups of streptavidin).24 Finally, the substrates with activated
groups were then immersed in a streptavidin in phosphate-
buffered saline (PBS) solution for 2 hours to complete the
immobilization of streptavidin molecules.
22706 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 22705–22712
Biotin attachment on AFM probes

In a dry nitrogen glove box, an 80 mL solution of (3-aminopropyl)
triethoxysilane (APTES, Tokyo Chemical Industry, Japan) and
triethylamine (TEA, Wako, Japan) in 3 : 1 v/v ratio was prepared.
APTES aids to the attachment of the biotin to the probe tip via
silane coupling, while TEA serves as a catalyst for the reaction.
Clean probes (see ESI† for the detailed cleaning process) were
placed in a sealed box together with the APTES/TEA solution
allowing the vapor molecules to attach to the silicon tip for
three hours producing a primary amine terminal group
extending from the tip of the surface.25

To functionalize the chemically-modied tip with biotin
molecules with a controlled density, two precursors were
needed: a-biotin-(ethylene glycol)24-u-succinimidyl propionate
(Biotin-dPEG24-NHS, Quanta BioDesign, USA) and a-methoxy-
(ethylene glycol)23-u-propionic acid succinimidyl ester (MeO-
dPEG24-NHS, Quanta BioDesign, USA). Solutions of both
precursors in PBS at a concentration of 1 mM were prepared.
From these stock solutions, a 5 : 1 v/v MeO-dPEG24-NHS : Bio-
tin-dPEG24-NHS solution was prepared in a different container
where the probes were immersed for 12 hours. Similar with the
streptavidin immobilization, the NHS group can form a cross-
link to the amine terminal group of the modied tip.24 Poly-
ethylene glycol (PEG) is a polymer chain that links biotin to the
tip. This helps in distinguishing detected forces generated by
the specic interaction between streptavidin and biotin from
nonspecic interaction forces.26 (Note: before AFM measure-
ments, the probes were rinsed with PBS to remove unattached
biotin molecules that can potentially disrupt the experiment.)
Near-equilibrium single-molecule force spectroscopy

The interaction forces between streptavidin and biotin was
observed using a commercial AFM system (MFP-3D, Oxford
Instruments, UK). The measurements in this study were carried
out in PBS at room temperature. The spring constants of the
functionalized cantilevers were calibrated by measuring the
thermal noise.27

A cycle of a force spectroscopic measurement starts when the
probe approaches the substrate to bring about the formation of
the specic streptavidin–biotin bond, and then the probe
retracts from the substrate stretching the polymer chain linker
to apply force to the bond leading to bond breakage. It is at this
stretched linker length that the specic binding/unbinding
forces are ought to be detected. During this approach–retract
cycle, force is recorded against time (force–time curve) to
highlight the detection of transient events.

To obtain a sufficient number of force–time curves for
analysis, force mapping was performed in a scan area of 200 �
200 nm2 with 24 � 24 scan points (i.e., scanning the whole
stretch of the sample area and repeatedly obtain a force–time
curve in every scan point).

With regards to selecting the appropriate sampling and
loading rates, some rationales and ndings through optimiza-
tion were considered. Fast loading rates (103–104 pN s�1)
resulted to the missing-out of information with respect to the
loaded force and decreased the chance of rebinding of the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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complementary molecules. On the other hand, extremely slow
loading rates (<10 pN s�1) led to a low signal-to-noise ratio
making it difficult for the observation of transient states and for
further analysis. When it comes to the sampling rate, typical
AFM measurements only uses 1 kHz and as found out by
Taninaka et al., this low sampling rate causes several problems
on the extraction of information from the force curve, even in
the determination of the rupture point.28 Moreover, dealing
with extremely high sampling rate would also mean the well-
resolved detection of thermal noise making it difficult to
reveal the desired events through statistical methods.

In this study, a particularly slow loading rate of approxi-
mately 20 pN s�1 was employed to effectively monitor the
dynamics of the receptor–ligand system in near-equilibrium.
Moreover, the sampling rate when obtaining the force–time
curve was set to 50 kHz, with which the AFM system sampled
data points in every 20 ms, to acquire a sufficiently high
temporal-resolution data to detect the transient states without
compromising the quality of data for analysis. Just for the case
of optimizing the molecular density on the tip and substrate as
shown in Fig. 1, higher loading rates (�103–104 pN s�1) and
lower sampling rate (2 kHz) were used. The obtained data were
processed and analyzed by using Igor Pro (Wavemetrics, USA).
Results and discussion
Optimization of molecular density on AFM probes and
substrates

First, we optimized the density of the system's molecules on the
substrate and tip. A histogram of the observed rupture forces
(extracted from 22 500 force curves) at non-equilibrium
unbinding (higher loading rates) was obtained with a Fuzzy
logic algorithm developed by Kasas et al.29,30 The histogram of
the observed rupture forces evaluated from force curves (inset of
Fig. 1) revealed that single molecular pair events are dominant
in our AFM measurements.

As shown in Fig. 1, weak rupture forces are dominantly
detected given by the modal rupture force (most frequently
observed rupture force) of approximately 20 pN (blue arrow),
Fig. 1 Histogram of observed rupture forces at non-equilibrium
unbinding of the streptavidin–biotin system. The inset shows a typical
force–distance curve, which contain the rupturing event of the
streptavidin–biotin bond.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
which is in the range of the data observed in a previous study for
a streptavidin–biotin single bond.22,31 Although the modal
rupture force is low comparing to the results obtained in the
pioneering work of Merkel et al., the manner of immobilization
of the streptavidin molecules and the buffer system used could
actually explain this difference as pointed out by the works of
Taninaka et al.22,28,31

This result in Fig. 1 indicates that the chemical functional-
ization of the tip and substrate employed in this study was
optimized for the detection of the single streptavidin–biotin
bond.

Monitoring of the interaction force at high temporal
resolution

At a slow loading rate of �20 pN s�1, a typical force–time curve
was obtained as shown in Fig. 2a. In the force–time curve, an
adhesion force can be observed as a negative force during
retraction due to the bond that is resisting the pulling of the
probe.32 When the rupture force is reached, a sudden jump-off
can be observed as emphasized by the black rectangle shown
in Fig. 2a.26 However, several rebinding and unbinding events
aer the initial rupture were observed allowing the monitoring
Fig. 2 Streptavidin–biotin bond dynamics in near-equilibrium probed
at a slow loading rate. (a) Force plotted as a function of time. (b)
Magnified force–time plot of black box in (a) and a histogram of force
values observed in the force–time plot. Transient events were spotted
(green arrows as representatives) suggesting the presence of inter-
mediate metastable states.

RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 22705–22712 | 22707
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of the dynamics of the system in near-equilibrium during the
period of biotin recognition by the streptavidin molecule
leading to binding, and along the unbinding reaction path in
the direction of probe pulling (Fig. 2b).

At some sufficiently low loading rate, depending on the
probe spring constant, the near-equilibrium dynamics of the
receptor–ligand system can be explored.13,14 In this quasi-static
process, wherein the dynamics of the interaction is consider-
ably faster than the pulling process, the system tends to attain
equilibrium allowing the rebinding of the two complementary
molecules, thus, the observation of multiple bound-to-unbound
and unbound-to-bound state transitions. This also supports to
the claim that the detected near-equilibrium forces came from
the interaction of a single streptavidin–biotin pair and not from
the simultaneously rupturing of multiple streptavidin–biotin
bonds. To explain further, due to the stochastic behaviour of
proteins,33 one can consider an extremely low probability that
multiple bonds always simultaneously unbind and rebind to
explain the observed behaviour shown in Fig. 2. Moreover,
simultaneous rupturing of multiple bonds would need
a rupture force that is way higher than the equilibrium force
(force that can allow rebinding process) for a single bond pro-
hibiting any rebinding event to happen.

The histogram in the right of Fig. 2b highlights the pop-
ulation of the states (from initial to nal bond rupture) detected
in our AFM experiments. The results revealed some distinct
intermediate metastable states wherein the system temporarily
resides in between its bound and unbound states [metastable
state region in Fig. 2b]. A metastable state is considered to be
a temporal energy trap or a stable intermediate stage other than
the lowest energy well, whichmay occur at a shorter lifetime.34,35

In our results, each state is expected to be revealed as a force
peak in the histogram analyzed as the mean equilibrium force
of the combined probe and intermolecular bond system,
however, due to their transience, these metastable states are
difficult to be resolved individually. Getting a histogram of the
whole region of the detected dynamics sums up all the events
into an equivocal illustration of the equilibrium forces for the
streptavidin–biotin system (Fig. 2b).
Resolving the transient states by segmentation of force–time
plots

To resolve the transient states, the force–time curve region in
Fig. 2b was divided into several segments starting from the
system's initial binding (segment 1) until its nal rupture
showing the unbound-state-equivalent force distribution
(segment 10). Through this, the equivalent force distribution of
the probed states can be effectively separated into segments
giving more comprehensible histograms with distinct force
peaks, which were determined by a multipeak-tting algorithm.

The segments showed different sets of force peaks, thus, the
force peaks observed in one segment were carefully compared to
the others for a valid interpretation of the data. Some force
peaks only showed up in only 1–2 of the 10 segments. These
peaks were omitted from interpretation. Other than those,
a total of eight force peaks were conrmed and interpreted as
22708 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 22705–22712
the corresponding states of the streptavidin–biotin system. The
mean value of these force peaks was calculated and tabulated as
shown in Table 1 and represented by the dashed lines in Fig. 3.
The reproducibility of the force peaks is described in the ESI.†
Theoretical background to convert force to potential energy

Next, we attempt to provide an accurate description of the
potential landscape for the streptavidin–biotin bond. The Gibbs
free energy of a bond is a commonly used parameter to measure
the amount of usable energy or the energy that can do work in
a system.36,37 The estimation of the Gibbs free energy of the
intermolecular interaction in native state can be derived from
the energy landscape model of the combined potential of the
probe system and the bond.

When the intermolecular bond is formed and pulled by
a probe, its free energy landscape [G(x)] is distorted by the force
probe potential [V(x)] producing another local minimum in the
combined potential of the bond and the probe [E(x)] that traps
the system's unbound state as depicted in Fig. 4. The original
bound state of the system is raised by the probe potential to as
much as V(Dx) establishing a new and transient equilibrium
condition lowering the bond free energy difference between the
bound and unbound states from DG0 to DG0,f giving the
relation,

DG0 ¼ V(Dx)+ DG0,f (1)

where DG0, V(Dx), DG0,f are the native intermolecular bond free
energy, probe potential at the deection value (Dx), and the
intermolecular free energy aer applying force, respectively. For
a physical interpretation of this model, the force applied by the
probe facilitates the unbinding process pulling the biotin
outside of the streptavidin pocket, but is still dominantly driven
by the Brownian-thermal uctuations of the streptavidin–biotin
system.12,38

The rst component in eqn (1) is given by,

VðDxÞ ¼ feq
2

2keff
(2)

where feq and keff are the equilibrium force of the combined
probe and intermolecular bond, and the effective spring
constant [eqn (5)], respectively. These parameters can be readily
obtained from the results presented in Fig. 2 and 3. On the other
hand, the second component can be obtained through the
determination of the lifetime of each state observed, and is
given by,

DG0;f ¼ �kbT ln
toff ;f

ton;f
(3)

where kb, and T are the Boltzmann's constant, and temperature,
respectively; and toff,f and ton,f are the mean time needed for
unbinding and binding, respectively, aer free energy potential
distortion.

The lifetime of each state was evaluated by a statistical
analysis of the force–time plot with a sliding window method
[Fig. 5 a and b]. For each window with a size of 10 data points,
the standard deviation (std. dev.) value is obtained and plotted
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019



Table 1 Summary of the force peaks observed in segmentation process with their corresponding bond Gibbs free energy values and relative
locations

Force peak 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Mean (pN) � std. dev. 0 � 1.04 �3.20 � 0.53 �8.16 � 0.70 �14.8 � 0.8 �20.5 � 0.2 �24.5 � 0.7 �29.6 � 0.7 �33.0 � 0.8
Dx (nm) 4.57 � 0.14 4.13 � 0.07 3.44 � 0.10 2.52 � 0.12 1.73 � 0.03 1.18 � 0.10 0.47 � 0.10 0 � 0.11
V(Dx) (kcal mol�1) 0 �0.10 �0.66 �2.19 �4.19 �5.99 �8.73 �10.9
DG0,f (kcal mol�1) 0 �1.76 �1.65 �0.75 �0.60 �1.77 �1.35 �1.0
DG0 (kcal mol�1) 0 �1.86 �2.31 �2.94 �4.79 �7.76 �10.08 �11.9
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against the same time series to reveal the transitions from one
state to another as peaks of the std. dev. plot (Fig. 5). By
employing a std. dev. threshold obtained by analysing the noise
level of the spectroscopic data far from the sample surface, the
desired states with their respective corresponding forces were
captured and the distance between peaks signies the state
lifetime [Fig. 5b].

Together with the calculation of DG0 using eqn (1), the
location of the unbound state relative to the bound state along
the reaction coordinate (direction of pulling) can be approxi-
mated from the deection value as expressed below (Fig. 4).38

Dx ¼ feq

keff
(4)

Previous studies concluded that the rupture force in an
equilibrium state (extremely slow loading rate) does not depend
on the loading rate but on the stiffness of the probe system
used.39 Therefore, it is only appropriate to consider the effect of
the PEG linker on the effective spring constant of the probe. The
effective spring constant was calculated to be 7.2 pN nm�1 using
the expression:

keff ¼ kckl

kc þ kl
(5)

where keff, kc, and kl are the effective spring constant of the
probe system, spring constant of the cantilever, and spring
constant of the linker, respectively (the determination of the
effective spring constant is described in ESI†).39 Furthermore,
since the intermediate metastable states of a system can also be
considered as different binding levels other than the lowest
bound state, we can apply eqn (1)–(4) to calculate DG0 of the
metastable states relative to the unbound state and their relative
positions from the lowest bound state, respectively.
Illustration of potential landscapes

With the series of the histograms representing each segment of
the observed streptavidin–biotin dynamics in near-equilibrium,
mean force peak values are tabulated (Table 1) together with the
corresponding DG0 values and relative location through the
deection value Dx, as calculated using eqn (1) and (4),
respectively.

Some prominent force peaks were observed – force peak 4, 5,
6, 7, and 8 – as suggested by their high DG0 magnitude values
and their corresponding standard deviations that are two orders
in magnitude lower than the mean value. Force peak 8 with
a mean value of �33.0 pN is considered to be representing the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
lowest energy bound state (designated, for simplicity, as posi-
tion 0) for the streptavidin–biotin system since this corresponds
to the largest |DG0| of 11.9 kcal mol�1. This value widely differs
from results obtained in bulk ensemble measurements (|DG0|
z 20 kcal mol�1),40–42 which can be expected. However, as
compared to other single-molecule experiments, this still seems
to be an underestimation on the binding free energy of the
system.1,2 One possible reason is that our measurements, for
practical reasons, probes the system in near-equilibrium under
the quasi-static assumption as discussed earlier. Notably, in
a recent paper by Rico et al. where they explored the streptavi-
din–biotin free energy landscape through combining molecular
dynamics and high-speed force spectroscopy, they reported the
system's lowest binding free energy to be �12 kcal mol�1

(21kbT) – a value that is close to what we have obtained.43 In this
case, it is clear that further studies still have to be performed to
reason the discrepancy of the calculated binding energy.

The remaining prominent force peaks (4, 5, 6, and 7) are
considered to be themean equilibrium forces for the prominent
intermediate metastable states of the streptavidin–biotin
system. Force peaks 6 and 7 expressed a corresponding DG0

value of �7.76 and �10.08 kcal mol�1, respectively. These
intermediate metastable states, which are positioned at 1.18
and 0.473 nm, respectively from the lowest energy bound state,
are also revealed and indicated by the results of previous
studies.1,2 In the paper of Pincet and Husson, a reinterpretation
of the data from the molecular dynamics simulation of Izrailev
et al. and the data from BFP experiments of Merkel et al.
conrmed that two prominent intermediate metastable states
are present in the streptavidin–biotin system located approxi-
mately at 1.09 and 0.39 nm from the bound state. This is in good
agreement with the calculated locations obtained from the
near-equilibrium force microscopy performed in our study.

In the paper of Merkel et al., an additional intermediate
metastable state, other than the two already mentioned, was
revealed through dynamic force spectroscopy. Moreover, in
the investigation of the system through molecular mechanics
calculation of rupture force, the simulations suggest
a multiple-pathway rupture mechanism involving ve major
unbinding steps attributed to hydrogen bond interactions of
the biotin ligand and the streptavidin binding site residues.23

This is also in accordance with the results presented by Livnah
et al. and Weber et al. where they implicitly demonstrated
through the structural investigation of the three-dimensional
crystallographic images of streptavidin–biotin complex that
no less than ve protein residues form a hydrogen bond with
the biotin ureido group (in addition to van der Waals
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 22705–22712 | 22709



Fig. 3 Histograms of each segmented region. The region presented
in Fig. 2b was divided into 10 segments, which was optimized by
minimizing peak-fitting error. The dashed lines correspond to the
mean value of the force peak obtained though multipeak fitting and
the shaded region represents the standard deviation. The mean
values of force peak 8 and 1 are interpreted as the equivalent force
for the lowest bound and unbound states, respectively as suggested
by eqn (1). It should be noted that all states were not observed in
every segment. A total of 8 states were observed with high repro-
ducibility (ESI†) presented in Table 1 and by the broken lines in this
figure.

Fig. 4 Schematic model of an energy potential landscape for SMFS
experiments (ref. 14 and 37).

22710 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 22705–22712
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interactions present between biotin and streptavidin). These
results clearly give a basis to the ndings displayed in Table 1.
In addition to the previously mentioned force peaks 6 and 7,
two more prominent force peaks: 4 (DG0 ¼ �2.94 kcal mol; Dx
¼ 2.52 nm) and 5 (DG0 ¼ �4.79 kcal mol; Dx ¼ 1.73 nm) were
revealed corresponding to two more intermediate metastable
states that can be attributed to a strong binding such as
a hydrogen-bond interaction.44
Fig. 5 Method to evaluate lifetime of transient states though sliding
windowmethod. (a) Force (red, left axis) and std. dev. (green, right axis)
plotted against the same time series. (b) Zoomed region (box in (a))
highlighting the peak distance as the lifetime of the state and
employing a threshold to capture specific events.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019



Fig. 6 Illustration of energy potential landscape using the results
obtained in this study. This shows the location of the various states
(lowest bound, metastable, and unbound) with the corresponding
bond free energy (+markers). The blue dashed lines represent the
locations of the energy barriers revealed in previous studies.1–3 The
presence of the other energy barriers is implied by the adjacent energy
minima. Note: the curvature of the energy states and the barrier
locations other than the already reported values are arbitrary just to
show a simplified illustration of the potential landscape.

Paper RSC Advances
Two more metastable states are revealed in force peak 3 (DG0

¼�2.31 kcal mol; Dx¼ 3.44 nm) and force peak 2 (DG0 ¼�1.86
kcal mol; Dx ¼ 4.13 nm). Their corresponding locations from
the lowest bound state would suggest that these weak interac-
tions occur beyond the binding pocket of streptavidin as the
PEG-attached biotin molecule is on its way out of streptavidin.
This is a nding that was also observed in the paper of Merkel
et al.where they speculated that some exible protein structures
or non-specic interaction occurring at the outer surface of
streptavidin can be the origin of the interaction.

Furthermore, the overall distance range observed in this
study is in good agreement to the experimentally determined
size of the streptavidin–biotin system, which shows to be
around 133 nm3.45 Assuming a spherical shape, this would give
a diameter of 6.33 nm.

This information of the states' free energy values and their
corresponding location can be complemented with the loca-
tion of energy barriers obtained through DFS and computer
simulations to give a whole unambiguous picture of the
streptavidin–biotin energy potential landscape (Fig. 6).1,2 In
summary, a total of six intermediate metastable states were
revealed in this study, four of which are attributed to the
strong hydrogen bond interactions between the residues at the
streptavidin binding site and biotin. Two of those are prom-
inent metastable states with high free energy values, which are
also revealed in previous studies of the system. The last two
suggested intermediate metastable state exhibiting a low free
energy value and are located far away from the lowest bound
state can be attributed to van der Waals interaction between
the ligand and the exible elements of the protein beyond the
binding site or to any nonspecic interactions experienced by
the system that allowed the detection of weak metastable
states along its energy landscape.46
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
Conclusions

In this work, we succeeded in the illustration of the whole
energy potential landscape of the streptavidin–biotin bond. Our
key technique was the observation of the dynamics of the
system in high temporal resolution by AFM. The technique
enabled the detection of the locations of the metastable states
relative to the lowest bound state along with minimal distortion
of the system's energy landscape This is a great leap towards
uncovering the binding mechanism of the ligand molecule,
biotin to its receptor, streptavidin. Various previous studies only
revealed the locations of some energy barriers implying the
presence of adjacent metastable states and/or generate an
energy landscape from non-equilibrium unbinding experi-
ments which has a greater possibility of bypassing transient
states. Our study complemented the previous studies by the
determination of the relative positions of the intermediate
metastable states along the reaction coordinate.

Several studies have been focusing on the investigation of
the streptavidin–biotin system showing discrepancies in
results. The ndings presented in our study bridge the gaps,
showing that the results of several experimental and simulation
works are pieces of information from the overall sophisticated
nature of this receptor–ligand system. In the paper of Pincet and
Husson, it was suggested that the history of the bond might be
the origin of the streptavidin–biotin paradox. This goes in
parallel with our ndings and could be a consequence of the
stochastic behaviour of the system, that is, several intermediate
metastable states are present where the system can possibly
reside during the recognition process of streptavidin and biotin
enhancing the stability of the bond. Although an energy land-
scape can give a substantial information on the mechanism and
nature of binding, having a vivid picture on the conformational
states in parallel with the energy landscape is something that
still needs to be done for a full understanding of the system.
Finally, we expect that this extraction of information in
a molecular level can pave the way to a more advanced kind of
research, such as the discovery of novel drugs and proteins for
biomedical applications.
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